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Theoretical study of multielectron dissociative ionization of diatomic molecules and clusters
in a strong laser field

Isidore Last and Joshua Jortner
School of Chemistry, Tel-Aviv University, Tel Aviv 69978, Israel

~Received 22 January 1998!

The analysis of electron potentials in multicharged molecules and small clusters allows one to determine
which of these systems may be ionized in a strong laser field by the quasiresonance mechanism. The presence
of moderately transparent interionic potential barriers~for electron tunneling! is necessary for the quasireso-
nance electron energy enhancement and, consequently, for ionization@Zuo and Bandrauk, Phys. Rev. A52,
R2511~1995!#. In multicharged systems, which spatially expand by Coulomb explosion, the interionic barriers
increase with time. The simulation of electron motion in such systems demonstrates the presence of a different
kind of charge resonance enhanced ionization mechanism whose efficiency depends on the dynamics of the
increase of the interionic barriers. This dynamic charge resonance enhanced ionization mechanism is of clas-
sical origin and its efficiency is higher than that of the static~frozen geometry! mechanism.
@S1050-2947~98!06410-5#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The effect of ionization on the stability of molecules a
clusters strongly depends on the ionic charge. When a
tem loses only a single electron then the interaction ener
between the ionized atom and the surrounding atoms
changed by not more than several eV. In single charged
der Waals~vdW! clusters an excess energy of about 1 eV
released due to the formation of a valence bound ionic c
This excess energy usually causes evaporation of neutra
oms, which decreases the cluster size@1–3#. The situation is
different in doubly charged systems where the charge is
cated on two different ions, so that the Coulomb repuls
becomes the main cause of instability@4–6#. In molecules
and in small and intermediate size clusters the Coulomb
pulsion induces Coulomb explosion. The Coulomb explos
of clusters is realized as a fission into two singly charg
clusters@7–11#. The time scale of the Coulomb explosion
such vdW clusters is of the order of several~or tens of! ps
@12#, whereas in valence clusters this process can be lo
by several orders of magnitude@9#. The Coulomb explosion
process of triply charged clusters is similar to that of dou
charged clusters, with the obvious difference in the num
of the product of singly charged clusters@13,14#. The doubly
and triply charged clusters, as well as some ionic clus
with larger charge, e.g., C60

71 @15#, are produced by the usua
techniques of electron impact or x-ray ionization.

Much higher levels of multielectron ionization can b
achieved by photoionization in a strong laser field@16–28#.
Multielectron ionization of diatomic molecules in a stron
laser field leads to Coulomb explosion and to the produc
of atomic ions, as in the case of doubly ionized molecu
with the difference in the product ions charge@18–21#. Such
a process of the atomic ion production is called multielect
dissociative ionization~MEDI!. The kinetic energy of atomic
ions produced by MEDI increases with increasing i
charge. For example, the kinetic energies of the N21 and N31

ions, which are the products of the N2
41 and N2

61 dissocia-
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tion, are 5–15 and 15–25 eV, respectively@18#. In clusters
the multielectron ionization in a strong laser field usua
leads to the ionization of all cluster atoms and conseque
to a very strong Coulomb explosion whose products
atomic ions@23–28#. The kinetic energy of these produc
ions is much higher than in diatomic molecules due to
large number of interacting charged particles. Thus MEDI
small HIArn (n<8) clusters produces Ar31 ions with a ki-
netic energy of 204 eV@23#, which is about one order o
magnitude higher than the kinetic energy of the N31 ion
produced by the MEDI of a highly charged~14 or 16!
nitrogen molecule. The kinetic energy of the MEDI produ
ions is expected to increase with the cluster size@29#. When
large clusters, containing 1000 or more atoms, are subje
to the MEDI process, the kinetic energy of multicharg
product ions is in the range of hundreds of keV or even ab
1 MeV @26–28#.

Since the multielectron ionization of molecules or cluste
in a strong laser field involves tens or even hundreds of p
tons, the quantum nature of the light absorption is practica
lost and a classical treatment of the light field becomes
propriate@30#. Accordingly, one may try to treat the ioniza
tion in a strong laser field in the same way as in an elec
static field, at least in the case where the light frequenc
considerably lower than the characteristic frequency of e
tron motion. In an electrostatic field, bound states are se
rated from the unbound~ionized! states by an electrostati
barrier. In a neutral atom subjected to a relatively weak fi
the excited electrons can tunnel over this electrostatic ba
@31#. However, in the case of ground-state multicharg
atomic ions the electrostatic mechanism is of minor imp
tance since the barrier is high and wide and the tunne
probability is negligibly small. Only in extremely stron
fields, when the outer field is comparable with the atom
one, the electrostatic barrier disappears and the ground-
ionization can be realized by direct electron removal. In
single charged ion such a kind of ionization is characteriz
by an outer fieldF with the forceeF of a few eV/Å, but in
order to remove an electron from a multicharged atomic
one needs an outer field of tens or hundreds of eV/Å.
3826 ©1998 The American Physical Society
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In a multicharged polyatomic system ions can be depri
of some of their electrons not only by the outer field but a
by the inner Coulomb field, giving rise to ionization via th
ignition model@25,32#. The electrons removed from the ion
are usually kept inside the multicharged polyatomic syst
because of its large total positive charge. These electrons
be removed from the system only in the case when th
energy is significantly enhanced. It follows that in order
explain the subsequent ionization steps in the alre
charged polyatomic system one needs to find a mechanis
electron energy enhancement.

Some of the features of MEDI of diatomic molecules a
explained, at least qualitatively, by a model of molecule s
bilization in a strong laser field@33#. Such stabilization is
known to be expected in neutral molecules due to a coup
between the ground state and an excited molecular state
is in resonance with the laser field@34#. The potential well
for this stabilization in strong fields is of the order of a fe
eV. In multicharged molecules, however, the stabilizat
effect is most probably weaker due to a weaker coupl
between molecular states. At the same time the Coulo
repulsive potential between, for example, fourfold ioniz
ions is of the order of 50–100 eV. Such strong repuls
makes the stabilization mechanism doubtful, except, po
bly, for the case of singly charged molecules@35#.

A description of the MEDI in diatomic molecules rests o
models that take into account that the electron motion
tween two ions can be slowed down by an inner poten
barrier@36–39#. This barrier rises with the interionic distanc
so that at some distances the characteristic frequency o
electron motion becomes close to the light frequency, p
viding a quasiresonance enhancement of the electron en
Such a mechanism of the electron energy enhancement
first proposed by Zuo, Chelkowski, and Bandrauk for t
simplest ionic molecule H2

1 @36#. When the electron energ
enhancement results in ionization the process is referred
a charge resonance enhanced ionization~CREI! @37,38#. The
quantitative treatment of the MEDI process in multicharg
diatomic molecules was recently advanced by Seidem
et al. @39# and by Chelkowski and Bandrauk@38#. Both treat-
ments@38,39# rest on the frozen nuclear geometry appro
mation. The aim of the present work is dual. First, we w
consider the effect of the electron potential features on
CREI process, attempting to predict which molecules a
vdW clusters are expected to be subjected to MEDI by
CREI mechanism. Second, we will treat the CREI proces
Coulomb exploding multicharged systems, discarding
frozen geometry approximation@40#. We advance a differen
kind of CREI mechanism in these systems that will be
ferred to as dynamic CREI. The dynamic CREI mechani
is of classical origin and its efficiency is mostly higher th
the efficiency of the static frozen geometry models@38,39#.

The CREI mechanism in diatomics will be described
the next section. The CREI of vdW clusters will be treated
Sec. III. In Sec. IV we will present the dynamic CREI pr
cess in Coulomb expanding systems. The final results of
study will be summarized in Sec. V.

II. THE CREI MECHANISM IN DIATOMIC MOLECULES

Let us consider a diatomic molecule oriented along
outer field. In the presence of an outer static fieldF the
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electron can go to infinity by overcoming the electrosta
barrier Ub

(e) ~Fig. 1!. The height of this barrier depends o
the initial locationx0 of the electron, as the one-dimension
potential~to be utilized herein! in the presence of the oute
field is

VF~x!5V~x!2eF~x2x0!, ~1!

whereV(x) is the inner potential of the electron interactio
with ionic cores. If the electron can move freely inside t
molecule, then the longest electron free pathl and, conse-
quently, the lowest electrostatic barrier will be provided
an electron located initially at the molecule end that is op
site to the field direction~at x050 in Fig. 1!. In this casel
exceeds the interatomic distance, whereas in atomsl is of the
order of the electron orbit diameter. Due to a longer free p
of electron motion, molecules can exhibit lower electrosta
barriers than atoms@41#. However, in moderately strong la
ser fields the electrostatic barrier in multicharged molecu
is still not sufficiently low to make the ionization feasible
Much more efficient is the CREI mechanism, which tak
into account the alternating character of the laser fi
@37,38#. When the characteristic frequency of the electr
motionne between ions is of the order of the light frequen
nF , a quasiresonance process can lead to the enhancem
the electron energy up to the level that allows the electron
overcome the electrostatic barrier and to leave the molec
The quasiresonance condition is not satisfied at small int
onic distances when an electron is moving freely inside
molecule, since the characteristic frequencyne of a freely
moving electron is much higher than the light frequen
(ne@nF). When the interionic distanceR increases, the elec
tron potential in the region between the ions becomes hig
and at some interionic distanceRb a barrier appears that ca
be overcome by tunneling only. This inner barrier decrea
the electron motion frequencyne so that at some distanc
;Rrs , whenne;nF , the quasiresonance conditions are m
and the efficiency of ionization drastically increases. At
terionic distancesR that are larger thanRrs the barrier trans-
parency becomes very low, preventing any enhancemen
the electron energy. Consequently, the ionization efficie

FIG. 1. Electron potential in the absence of an outer fieldF
50) and in the fieldeF51.94 eV/Å for I51Ar411e with RIAr

54.06 Å.
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TABLE I. The distances~in angstroms! of zero barrierRb and nontransparent barrierRT ~see text! for
Clq1Clq1 at different laser fields. In the presence of an outer field onlyRT values are shown. For the oute
field both laser powerSand field strengtheF5eF0 /& are presented. Dashes indicate whereRT has not been
found (RT.10 Å). The atomic IP are also presented in the table.
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dependence on the interionic distanceR exhibits a~usually
wide! maximum around the interionic distanceRrs . Such
behavior of the ionization efficiency was well demonstra
@38,39#, with the ionization process being characterized
one-dimensional wave-packet propagation for frozen m
ecule geometry.

The CREI process cannot be realized if the quasire
nance conditions are met at interionic distancesRrs smaller
than the equilibrium distanceRe of the neutral molecule. In
the case whereRrs.Re the neutral molecule may becom
singly or doubly ionized in the beginning of irradiation (R
5Re) due to the electrostatic barrier suppression and a di
electron removal. After such initial ionization takes plac
the distanceR between ions begins to increase. WhenR ap-
proaches the interval of the quasiresonance energy enha
ment, more electrons are removed and the molecule beco
multicharged@38,39#. Due to the CREI mechanism, mo
ecules exhibit a higher efficiency of multielectron ionizati
than atoms.

Because of the importance of the inner potential bar
for CREI, let us consider the electron potentialU in a mul-
ticharged diatomic molecule. In the absence of the outer fi
the potentialU is determined by electron interaction wit
two ions. We will describe this interaction by the Coulom
potential ignoring the potential behavior inside the ion cor
Such a presentation of the electron potential is usually w
justified in the middle of a multicharged molecule where t
inner barrier is located.

In the case of the ionization process in a homonucl
molecule

A~1!
~q21!1A~2!

q1→A~1!
q1A~2!

q11e ~2!

the Coulomb potentialV(x) along the molecular axisx @with
V(`)50 and withx50 taken at the molecule center# is

V~x!524BqR/~R224x2!, B514.385 eV/Å. ~3!

In the Coulomb potential approximation the ionization p
tential ~IP! of the multicharged molecule is

I ~q!5I 0
~q!1Bq/R, ~4!

whereI 0
(q) stands for the atomic IP of the ionA(1)

(q21)1 . The
potential~3! has a maximum atx50 that will be called an
inner maximum
l-

-

ct
,

ce-
es

r

ld

.
ll

r

V]
~ i !524Bq/R. ~5!

When the electron energy2I (q) is lower thanV]
( i ) , the po-

tential ~3! forms a barrier that separates the two potent
wells of the ionic moleculeA(1)

q1A(2)
q1 . The height of this

inner barrierUb
( i ) and its widthdb

( i ) at the electron energy
2I (q) are

Ub
~ i !5V]

~ i !1I ~q!523Bq/R1I 0
~q! ~6!

and

db
~ i !5R~Ub

~ i !/I ~q!!1/2; Ub
~ i !.0. ~7!

The inner barrier (Ub
( i ).0) exists at interionic distance

R.4Bq/I (q). At these distances the electron is classica
localized on one of the ions and only the quantum effect
tunneling can lead to electron motion between the ions. T
ing into account the IP dependence onR, Eq.~4!, one obtains
a simple expression for the distanceRb of the barrier emer-
gence (Ub

( i )50) @38,39#

Rb53Bq/I 0
~q! . ~8!

Equation ~8! refers to the absence of the outer field. A
shown in Ref.@38#, the presence of an optimal outer fiel
modifies thisRb to ;4Bq/I 0

(q) .
The simple expression~8! rests on the Coulomb potentia

approximation, which is well satisfied in multicharged mo
ecules. It is also important to note that this expression
cludes one atomic parameter only, i.e.,I 0

(q) . The distanceRb

indicates the onset of the sharp decrease of the electron
tion frequencyne , which leads to the quasiresonance con
tion ne;nF . The ionization is precluded at distances whe
the barrier is nontransparent. Denoting byRT the distance
where the inner barrier becomes nontransparent, one can
the distanceRrs of a high ionization efficiency inside the
limits Rb,Rrs,RT . As the measure of the barrier transpa
ency we will use the parameterT, which determines the tun-
neling probability through a square barrier as proportiona
exp(2T) @42#. When the barrier is not exactly of the squa
shape, as in our case~Fig. 1!, the parameterT can be ex-
pressed by an integral

T51.024E dx@VF~x!1I ~q!#1/2; VF~x!1I ~q!.0. ~9!
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In Eq. ~9! the energy values are in eV and the distance is
Å. In the case of Coulomb potential (F50) the integral~9!
is well fitted by an analytical expression

T50.82R@ I 0
~q!23Bq/R#@ I 0

~q!1Bq/R#21/2. ~10!

The tunneling probability is close to 1 forT!1 and small for
T.1. We suggest considering a barrier to be of low tra
parency whenT.3, i.e., exp(2T),0.05.

The Rb distance is presented in Table I for the mul
charged Cl2 molecule. In the range 1<q<5 the distanceRb

depends weakly onq due to the almost linearI 0
(q) depen-

dence onq for the ionization ofp electrons. When the firsts
electron is removed (q56) the distanceRb decreases signifi
cantly. But for allq values presented in Table I,Rb values
are larger than the equilibrium interatomic distanceRe
51.998 Å of a neutral molecule. In other valence bou
molecules, at least for outer-shell electrons, the condi
Rb.Re is fulfilled as well. For example, in the I2 molecule
Rb is about 4 Å, being a much larger value than the equi
rium distanceRe52.667 Å. Due to the absence of inner ba
riers at initial ~equilibrium! distancesRe valence molecules
are expected to exhibit the CREI mechanism, in accorda
with the original conclusions@38,39#.

We will now take into account the outer fieldF effect on
the electron potentialVF(x), Eq. ~1!. In order to get the
strongest effect on the potential we will put the initial ele
tron position at the classically available extreme left poi
determined asV(x0)52I (q) ~x050 in Fig. 1!. As the field
strength we will take a valueF to be smaller than the field
amplitudeF0 , namely,F5F0 /&. The field amplitude is
connected with the average energy fluxS by the equation

eF052.74531027S1/2. ~11!

whereS is expressed in W/cm2 andeF0 in eV/Å. The laser
field dependence of theRT distances of Cl2 is presented in
Table I. In the case ofq53 and S51014 W/cm2 we have
Rb53.3 Å andRT54.6 Å, whereas Ref.@38# provides ion-
ization efficiency maxima atR53.8– 5.0 Å. This example
confirms that theRb and RT distances may provide usefu
information about the location of the high efficiency ioniz
tion region. In the case of a very strong field ofS
51015 W/cm2 the potential is so strongly depressed, at le
for q,4, that at small interionic distances both inner a
electrostatic barriers are absent and electrons can be rem
directly by the field, without any quasiresonance energy
hancement. Consequently the ionization is expected to
place atR;Re ~vertical ionization!, as supported experimen
tally @18#.

In contrast to the valence molecules, the vdW rare-
and rare-gas–halogen diatomic molecules have inner bar
at equilibrium distancesRe in any charged state. This featu
of these vdW diatomics originates from much larger equil
rium distancesRe but is not due to smaller zero barrier di
tancesRb . The transparency parametersT of the inner bar-
riers of Ar2, Xe2, and IAr diatomics at the equilibrium
geometry are presented in Table II for the ionization proc
of the q-charged ion production:

A~1!
~q21!1A~2!

~q21!1→A~1!
q1A~2!

~q21!11e, ~12!
n

-

n

-

ce
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t
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-
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-

s

where the numbers in parentheses stand for atomic inde
According to the results in Table II, in the absence of t
outer field (F50) the inner barriers of pure rare-gas diatom
ics are not transparent (T.3) preventing any electron mo
tion between the ions. The inner barriers of Ar2 are mostly
nontransparent also in a relatively moderate field ofeF
51.94 eV/Å (S;1014 W/cm2), and only in a very strong
field of eF56.14 eV/Å (S;1015 W/cm2) the inner barriers
are significantly suppressed. Because of the presence o
inner barriers the multielectron ionization of Ar2, at least by
the CREI mechanism, is probably impossible. The situat
is more favorable for the CREI mechanism in Xe2 and IAr
~for the electron potential in IAr see Fig. 1!. However, even
in the case of a relatively transparent inner barrier atRe , the
possibility of multielectron ionization looks doubtful, at lea
for larger values ofq, since after a molecule becomes in
tially ionized atRe the interionic distance begins to increas
which leads to the increase of the inner barrier, which p
vents the electron motion between ions. In very strong fie
the molecules are probably ionized by direct electron
moval as in these fields both the inner and the electrost
barriers are suppressed~Table II!.

III. ELECTRON POTENTIAL IN MULTICHARGED vdW
CLUSTERS

One distinction between the multicharged clusters and
atomic molecules is quite obvious, being due to the diff
ence in the number of ions and, consequently, in the t
charge of the system. Because of their larger total charge
IPs are higher in the charged clusters than in diatomics.
multicharged cluster the IP of an ion~denoted by indexi! is
equal to the atomic IPI 0

(q) minus the potentialVi generated
by the other ions:

TABLE II. Tunneling parametersT for vdW diatomics ArAr,
XeXe, and IAr at equilibrium geometry~Re53.76, 4.37, 4.06 Å,
respectively! for different outer fieldseF ~in eV/Å!. The ionization
process is shown by Eq.~12!. The atomic IP~in eV! are also pre-
sented in the table. The absence of both inner and electros
barriers is denoted by ellipses. The absence of an inner barrie
the presence of an electrostatic barrier is denoted by no entry.
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I i
~q!5I 0

~q!2Vi ; Vi,0. ~13!

In the charge point approximation and in the case of u
formly charged cluster the potentialVi is

Vi52Bq(
j Þ i

1

Ri j
. ~14!

Let us consider now a symmetrical and uniformly charg
cluster in the presence of the outer field. The external~out-
side the cluster! electron potential is

VF~x!52
Bqn

x
2eF~x2x0!, ~15!

wheren is the number of atoms,x is the distance from the
cluster center, andx0 is the initial location of the electron
When the electron is initially located at the cluster cen
(x050) the maximum of the potential~15! is

V]
~e!522~BqnueFu!1/2. ~16!

It is located at

Rb
~e!5~Bqn/ueFu!1/2. ~17!

Using Eqs.~13!, ~14!, and~16! one obtains the electrostat
barrier for thei th ion ionization

~Ub
~e!! i5V]

~e!1I i
~q!5I 0

~q!1Bq(
j Þ i

1

Ri j
22~BqnueFu!1/2.

~18!

For realistic fields and forq.2 the electrostatic barrier, Eq
~18!, usually increases with the cluster size and exceeds
electrostatic barrier of diatomic molecules.

Another distinction between multicharged clusters and
atomic molecules originates from the effect of the surrou
ing ions on the electron potentialV(x). This effect will be
considered here for both adjacent and for nonadjacent p
in small rare-gas clustersRn . Let us first consider two uni-
formly charged rare-gas clusters (Rq1)5 and (Rq1)6 in the
geometry of the neutral clusters. It is important to note t
because of a weak, 1/r , dependence of the Coulomb pote
tial on the electron-ion distance, the electron potential is
very sensitive to the system geometry. In the (Rq1)5 cluster
there is one pair of nonadjacent atoms~indexesi 51,2! sepa-
rated by a distanceR1251.633R, R being the interatomic
distance between adjacent atoms. The electron pote
along thex axis connecting atoms 1 and 2~x50 as the
cluster center! is

V~x!52Bq@2A6R/~2R223x2!13)/~R213x2!1/2#.
~19!

In contrast to the electron potential in a diatomic molecu
Eq. ~3!, which reveals a maximum atx50, the potential~19!
exhibits a minimum atx50 and two maxima atx5
60.2R. In the (Rq1)6 cluster there are three pairs of no
adjacent atoms with the interatomic distance&R. The elec-
tron potential along a line connecting a pair of nonadjac
atoms in (Rq1)6 is
i-

d

r

he

i-
-

irs

t

t

ial

,

t

V~x!524B@R/~R224x2!12/~R214x2!1/2#. ~20!

The potential~20! has a flat maximum aroundx50, where
both the first and the second derivatives are zero. The po
tial at the center isV]

( i )5212Bq/R. Due to the effect of
surrounding ions the maxima of potentials~19! and ~20! are
much lower than in a diatomic molecule~where V]

( i )

524Bq/R). In larger clusters (R1q)n , n.6, the potential
between nonadjacent ions demonstrates mostly two
maxima, as in the (Rq1)5 cluster.

The important parameter of the CREI mechanism is
inner potential barrierUb

( i ) @see Eq.~6!#. Since surrounding
ions decreaseV]

( i ) but increaseI (q), their effect on the poten-
tial barrier should be numerically analyzed. The poten
barriers for some pure argon and xenon clusters and a
clusters with one iodine atom are presented in Table III. T
multicharged clusters under consideration are taken in
geometry of neutral rare-gas clusters. The accepted in
atomic distances between adjacent atoms are as follo
RAr-Ar53.72 Å, RXe-Xe54.3 Å, RI-Ar54.06 Å. Table III
presents the ionization potentials and inner barriers for
ionization process

A~1!
~q21!1A~2!

~q21!1~A~k!
~q21!1!m

→A~1!
q1A~2!

~q21!1~A~k!
~q21!1!m1e, k53, . . . ,n,

~21!

TABLE III. Ionization potentialsI (q) ~in eV! and inner barriers
Ub ~in eV! in vdW clusters at equilibrium configurations. The inte
ionic distancesR12 are given in Å. The ionization process is show
by Eq. ~21!.
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where~1!, ~2!, and~k! stand for atomic indexes. The atom
I 0

(q) IP data were taken from Ref.@43#.
According to the results of Table III the small Arn clus-

ters,n<6, demonstrate relatively big inner barriers betwe
nonadjacent ions. The inner barriers between adjacent
~not shown in the Table III! are even bigger. These barrie
are completely nontransparent and presumably prevent
ionization of small Arn clusters. If we take, for example,
not so big barrier of 7.0 eV~Ar6, q52!, its tunneling param-
eter is as large asT56.4. The presence of nontranspare
barriers at equilibrium configuration can explain why Cast
manet al. did not observe the MEDI of small argon cluste
@23#. The Arn inner barriers decrease with cluster size. In t
Ar13 cluster they vanish between adjacent atoms, in cont
to smaller clusters. On the basis of this analysis we sug
that Ar13 and larger Ar clusters will demonstrate MEDI.

In the Xe6 clusters there are inner barriers but they a
low and their tunneling parameterT is considerably lower
than the parameterT of small argon clusters, in the range
T'3.5– 5.3 forq,6. Such barriers do not prevent MEDI o
the Xe6 clusters in strong laser fields which depress the in
barriers. The MEDI of the xenon clusters has been exp
mentally detected@25#.

In I q1(Ar(q21)1)n21 clusters~Table III! the inner barriers
Ub

( i ) are considerably lower than in the pure argon and xe
clusters, due to lower atomic IP of the iodine ion. As in t
pure argon clusters, theUb

( i ) values ofI q1(Ar(q21)1)n21 de-
crease with the cluster size. The inner barriers are pre
(Ub

( i ).0) in the diatomicI (q11)1Arq1 ~Table II! and in the
I q1(Ar(q21)1)3 cluster, but in larger clusters
I q1(Ar(q21)1)4 and I q1(Ar(q21)1)5 , they mostly vanish
(Ub

( i ),0). The valuesUb
( i ) are particularly low for nonadja

cent pairs of these clusters. Thus, in theI q1(Ar(q21)1)5
cluster the nonadjacent pairs~interionic distanceR55.72 Å!
do not have any barrier (Ub

( i ),0) in the wide interval of
charges 1,q,6. The absence of inner barriers in relative
large I q1(Ar(q21)1)n21 (n.4) clusters raises the distinc
possibility that these clusters are subjected to MEDI@29#,
thus explaining the high energy of product atomic ions in
experiments of Castlemanet al. on these systems@23#.

Due to the suppression of inner barriers in a charged c
ter individual ions lose a few electrons, which become de
calized inside the cluster. Such a process can be calle
inner ionization. The energy of the delocalized electrons
enhanced by the outer field in an effective way as was d
onstrated recently by the trajectory calculation of elect
dynamics in multicharged clusters@44#. The inner ionization
is realized, however, only in already charged clusters, wh
raises the problem of the initial ionization or ignitation pr
cess@32,44#.

IV. DYNAMIC ENHANCEMENT OF THE ELECTRON
ENERGY

As stated in Sec. II the quasiresonance conditions
electron energy enhancement can be satisfied in the pres
of an inner barrier that increases the time for the elect
motion between ions. In the case of a frozen nuclear ge
etry the energy enhancement process was supposed
connected with tunneling@39#. We will now try to find a
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mechanism of electron energy enhancement that will be
pure classical origin. Let us consider the situation where
the absence of an outer field there is an inner barrier
prevents the classical electron motion between ions (Ub

( i )

.0), so that the electron is located in one of the poten
wells, e.g., the left one~Fig. 1!. In the presence of an oute
field whose frequency is considerably lower than the char
teristic frequency of electron motion (nF!ne), the electron
energy varies roughly in the range ofDE56eF0l , wherel
is the path of electron motion inside the ionic well. Taking
realistic value ofeF052.74 eV/Å (S51014 W/cm2) and l
53 Å one estimatesuDEu'8 eV. When the forceeF is di-
rected to the right the electron can gain energyDE larger
than Ub

( i ) , overcome the inner barrier, and transfer to t
rightsided ion. After reaching the turning point the electr
goes back to the left, i.e., against the forceeF, losing some
portion of its energy. If the inner barrier is fixed~a frozen
nuclear geometry! the electron comes back to the left pote
tial well without any significant gain or loss of energy. Th
situation is quite different when the inner barrier is not fix
but is rising in time. In this case the electron can be trapp
in the right well by the rising inner barrier. Only when th
field direction is reversed, the electron can again overco
the inner barrier and go to the left well, once more increas
its energy. Such a jump over the rising barrier can be
peated several times, causing an important enhanceme
the electron energy. This sequence of events is repeated
the electron energy becomes higher than the electrostatic
rier and the electron leaves the system. This process of
ionization of a multicharged system with the rising inn
barrier will be referred to as dynamic CREI.

The time-dependent inner potential is realized in the m
ticharged molecules and clusters due to the Coulomb ex
sion, which leads to the increase of the interionic distanceR
@see Eqs.~3!, ~19!, and~20!#. The increase of the interionic
distances in the course of the Coulomb explosion will indu
ionization by a purely classical mechanism of the dynam
CREI. In order to study this new mechanism we perform
trajectory calculations of electrons in multicharged syste
irradiated by a laser field. The calculations were perform
in a one-dimensional and one-electron approximation, a
the works of Seidemanet al. @39# and Chelkowski and Ban
drauk @38#. The one-electron approach is based on the
sumption of a sequential mechanism of the multielect
ionization, which ignores the possibility of a collective r
moval of more than one electron at the same time. For
electron-ions potential we used a one-dimensional Coulo
potential@38,39# along thex coordinate

V~x!52B(
i

qi

Ri
, ~22!

where qi are the ion charges andRi are the electron-ion
distances. Considering the electron motion between two i
~i 51,2, for example! we shift these atoms from the trajec
tory coordinatex by some distanceb ~a smoothing param-
eter! @38,39#. We used a relatively low value ofb50.3 Å,
whereas in Refs.@38# and @39# the value of about 1 Å was
taken. However, we found that the electron motion is n
sensitive to the smoothing parameter value. In order to t
into account, at least indirectly, the real potential in the
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3832 PRA 58ISIDORE LAST AND JOSHUA JORTNER
cinity of nuclei and the strong quantum character of the e
tron motion there, the initial electron energy in the abse
of an outer field is determined by the experimental IP@see
Eqs.~4! and ~13!#. The equation of motion is

d2x

dt2
5CF2B(

x2xi

Ri
3 1eF0cos~2pnF1w0!G ;

C517.604 Å fs22 eV21, ~23!

wherex andR are in Å, t is in fs, andeF0 is in eV/Å. The
initial conditions are determined by the initial electron loc
tion x0 , velocity v0 , and phasew0 . The initial coordinates
x0 and velocitiesv0 of the electron trajectories are chosen
considering the electron motion at the initial nuclear geo
etry in the absence of the outer field and dividing the mot
period on equidistant time steps. The initial phasesw0 of the
outer field are equidistantly separated. Our classical tr
ment of the ionization process is restricted here to one-c
excitation. It would be of interest to extend our treatment
consider the case of two-color excitation in order to study
high-energy enhancement process proposed recently by
drauket al. @45#.

Before treating the dynamic CREI we performed classi
trajectory calculations for the frozen geometry Cl2 ions in
order to compare the classical results with the quantum
sults of Refs.@38# and @39#. The classical calculations wer
performed for a moderately strong laser intensity ofS
51014 W/cm2 and a frequencynF50.38 fs21. In these clas-
sical calculations we did not find any Cl21Cl31→Cl31Cl31

(q53) ionization in the wide interval of interionic distance
and estimated the upper limit for the ionization rate as
31025 fs21. Since the quantum calculation provides a mu
larger ionization rate of 2.531023 fs21 at maximum@38#, in
accord with the estimates of Table I, we conclude that
q53, and surely forq.3, the CREI is of pure quantum
origin. The results are quite different fo
Cl11Cl21→Cl21Cl21 (q52) ionization. In this case the clas
sical calculation provides ionization rates that are close to
quantum results of Ref.@39#. For example, both our classica
treatment forS51014 W/cm2 and the quantum calculation o
Ref. @39# for S50.931014 W/cm2 provide maximal ioniza-
tion rates of about 3%. It follows that for smallq, when the
electrostatic barrier is relatively low, the ionization is mos
of classical origin and it is not connected with the process
the quasiresonance energy enhancement.

In systems with a fixed ion geometry the ionization pr
cess is realized provided that the electron energy is pos
after the end of the laser pulse. Treating the dynamic CR
of a Coulomb exploding system we cannot be restricted
this simple criterion of ionization since the electron energy
steadily increasing in the absence of an outer field, i.e., a
the end of the laser pulse. At final~infinite! interionic dis-
tances this electron may be either weakly bound to one of
ions (E,0) or in the unbound~ionization! state (E.0).
The weakly bound electron is expected to occupy a h
Rydberg state. The presence of Rydberg excited ions~or
neutral atoms! among the products of the Coulomb explosi
affects the energetics of the Coulomb explosion as these
capture~or recapture! electrons at large interionic distance
Accordingly, their kinetic energy is determined not by t
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final charge but by some higher charge that these ions
during the early stage of the Coulomb explosion. Since i
difficult to specify the final states of electrons that are fou
outside the ionic system and that have a negative~mostly
small! energy at the end of the laser pulse, we will put the
in one group that will be denoted by in-ex~ionization or
excitation!.

In the trajectory calculations of the dynamic CREI we u
the equilibrium nuclear neutral state configuration as
starting point of the Coulomb explosion. The dynamics
ion expansion is determined by the ion charges, and the
namics of Coulomb explosion was simulated using our p
vious formalism @29#. Ignoring the increase of the ioni
charges in the course of the Coulomb explosion, we ass
the expansion dynamics of fixed ion charges to beq8. Ac-
cording to our calculation of diatomic Cl2, the ionization
probability dependence onq8, and consequently on the io
expansion velocity, is within a numerical factor of 2. F
example, in the case of the ionization process

Cl21Cl31→Cl31Cl31 ~24!

at S51014 W/cm2, the ionic charges ofq853 provide the
ionization probability of 13.3%, whereas in the case ofq8
51 the corresponding number is 24.2%. In the case of
IAr5 cluster theq8 effect is much weaker~Table IV!.

The dynamic ionization probabilityPin dependence on the
light powerS is presented in Fig. 2 for the ionization proce
~24! and for the cluster expansion parameterq851. In Fig. 2
we also present results for the ionization probability in t
static geometry estimated using the time-dependent ion
tion probabilities of Chelkowski and Bandrauk@38# together
with the passage time through the region of high ionizat
efficiency inferred from their simulation. According to th
results presented in Fig. 2 the dynamic CREI is considera
more efficient than the frozen geometry CREI. The ioniz
tion probability increases with increasing the laser intens
in the studied rangeS5231013– 1015 W/cm2. A most strik-
ing result of the dynamic CREI calculation is a moderate
slow decrease of the ionization probability with the decre
of the laser intensity. When the intensity is relatively lo
e.g., S5231013 W/cm2 (eF051.228 eV/Å), the ioniza-
tion probability is still not negligibly small, being abou
0.3%. When the laser field intensity increases

TABLE IV. Dynamic CREI of the I41~Ar41!5→I51~Ar41!5 ion-
ization process. The dependence of ionizationPin and ionization-
excitation Pin-ex probabilities~in %!, the average time of electron
removal t in ~in fs!, and the average interionic distance of electr
removalRin ~in Å! on the dissociation dynamics parameterq8 ~see
text! and on the light frequencynF ~in fs21! are presented. The
initial ~equilibrium! I-Ar distance isRe55.72 Å. The light intensity
is S51014 W/cm2.

q8 nF Pin Pin-ex t in Rin

1 0.5 52.5 3.3 84.9 8.6
2 0.5 53.3 3.3 45.1 8.9
4 0.5 42.5 5.8 24.2 9.2
4 0.25 56.5 0.9 31.4 10.8
4 1.0 38.0 26.8 19.4 8.2
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S5631013 W/cm2 the ionization probability becomesPin
;10%, being by one order of magnitude higher than
frozen geometry value. The moderately strong intensity
1014 W/cm2 (eF052.744 eV/Å) provides an ionization
probability of Pin'24%. In the very strong field o
1015 W/cm2 only a small part of the molecules, about 20%
remains unionized. The probability of the in-ex process
the Cl2 molecule was found to be several times smaller th
Pin .

When the ionization probabilityPin is high some 25%–
40% of the ions lose the electrons at the very beginning
the laser pulse atR;Re ~vertical ionization! by a direct outer
field force. The rest of the removed electrons undergo a s
process of quasiresonance energy enhancement and ab
the molecules atR.Re , mostly at interionic distancesRin
'3.0– 3.5 Å ~nonvertical ionization!. When Pin is not high
the distance of electron removalRin is scattered~by about
20%! around its average value. Such behavior indicates
presence of some relatively narrowR intervals where the
electron energy enhancement is efficient. The occurrenc
a narrowR domain for ionization is in accordance with th
experimental findings@46#. The dependence of the avera
Rin on the light intensityS for the ionization process~24! is
presented in Fig. 3. TheRin distance decreases monotonou
with increasingS. At relatively weak intensitiesRin is more
than three times larger than the equilibrium distanceRe . In
the strong field ofS51015 W/cm2, Rin exceedsRe by only
30%.

The temporal dynamics of the ionization process is
flected in the ionization timest in . The ionization efficiency
is practically independent on the pulse lengtht, if t notice-
ably exceeds the average ionization timet in . The averaget in
dependence onS is presented in Fig. 4. The ionization tim
t in decreases monotonously withS, like the ionization dis-
tanceRin . In the strong field ofS51015 W/cm2 the ioniza-
tion process takes 23 fs or about 9 of the electromagn
field oscillations. In the interval 231013– 431014 W/cm2 t in
depends nearly linearly on logS.

FIG. 2. The simulated dynamic CREI data for Cl2 and IAr5 ~this
work! and the frozen geometry CREI data for Cl2 ~inferred from
Ref. @38#, see text!, showing the ionization probabilityPin depen-
dence on light intensityS ~in W/cm2! for Cl21Cl31→Cl31Cl31 ~q8
51, nF50.38 fs21! and for I41~Ar41!5→I51~Ar41!5 ~q852, nF

50.5 fs21! ionization processes.
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The ionization probability dependence on the atom
charge q for the ionization process Cl(q21)1Clq1

→Clq1Clq1 ~q851, S51014 W/cm2! is presented in Fig. 5
The ionization probability steeply decreases withq for q
.3 and becomes less than 0.1% forq.6, when the 3s elec-
trons are removed.

The dynamic CREI mechanism in vdW clusters has be
studied for the case of the IAr5 cluster~Figs. 2–5!. In these
calculations the electron trajectory is located at the dista
of 0.3 Å ~the smoothing parameterb! from the IAr line of a
nonadjacent pair. The initial~equilibrium! IAr distance is
Re55.72 Å. The ionization probabilityPin dependence onS
is shown in Fig. 2 for the ionization proces
I41~Ar41!5→I51~Ar41!5 ~q852, nF50.5 fs21!. The ioniza-
tion efficiency in the vdW cluster IAr5 is much higher than in
the valence Cl2 molecule. Thus, in the relatively low field
intensity of 1013 W/cm2 the ionization probability in the
cluster is about 6% whereas in Cl2 with lower charges it is
smaller than 0.1%. At moderate and strong intensities oS
>231013 W/cm2 the probabilityRin-ex is smaller thanPin
but at relatively low intensities ofS5431012– 1013 W/cm2

Pin-ex becomes larger, mostly about twice, thanPin , which

FIG. 3. The simulated dynamic CREI ionization distanceRin

dependence on the light intensityS ~in W/cm2!. For details, see
Fig. 2.

FIG. 4. The simulated dynamic CREI ionization timet in depen-
dence on the light intensityS ~in W/cm2!. For details, see Fig. 2.
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3834 PRA 58ISIDORE LAST AND JOSHUA JORTNER
implies that a large number of Rydberg excited ions may
detected.

In a very strong field of 1015 W/cm2 most of the removed
electrons, about 60%, abandon the system atR;Re , which
supports the assumption previously accepted by us of a
tical ionization in these clusters@29#. The average ionization
distance in so strong a field isRin56.1 Å, which is only 0.3
Å larger than the equilibrium distanceRe ~Fig. 3!. In weaker
fields the distancesRin of electron removal from the vdW
clusters are scattered in a roughly symmetrical way aro
an average valueRin.Re ~nonvertical ionization! although
with a bigger dispersion than in Cl2. The ionization timest in
roughly fall into the same time range as in Cl2 ~Fig. 4!.

The effect of the ion expansion velocity~determined by
the chargeq8! on the ionization probability is very wea
~Table IV!. We also checked the CREI efficiency depe
dence on the light frequencynF . The ionization probability
Pin decreases significantly withnF but at the same time th
Pin-ex probability increases, so that the sumPin1Pin-ex
weakly depends onnF . The ionization probabilityPin de-
pendence on the iodine chargeq is presented in Fig. 5 for
S51014 W/cm2. The interesting finding of our calculation i
the high efficiency of the formation of highly charged io
with q57. The ionization probability drops, however,
zero ~or, more exactly, toPin,0.1%! at q58 ~4d-electron
ionization!. The 4d-electron ionization is also absent in
stronger field ofS51015 W/cm2.

The field-induced electron energy enhancement resul
from the increase of inner potential barriers may be of i
portance not only in the MEDI process. Such energy
hancement may be realized in any system where the elec
potential has the shape of potential wells separated by po
tial barriers that rise in time.

V. CONCLUSIONS

From the analysis of multielectron dissociative ionizati
of diatomics and clusters the following conclusions emer

~1! Features of the charge resonance enhanced ioniza

FIG. 5. The simulated dynamic CREI ionization probabilityPin

dependence on the ionic chargeq for Cl(q21)1Clq1→Clq1Clq1

~q851, nF50.38 fs21! and for I(q21)1(Ar(q21)1)5

→Iq1(Ar(q21)1)5 ~q852, nF50.5 fs21! ionization processes. Th
light intensity isS51014 W/cm2.
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~CREI! mechanism: The CREI mechanism@37,38# cannot be
realized in a multicharged system if at equilibrium~neutral
state! geometry there are large inner potential barriers t
prevent electron motion between ions. The CREI mechan
can only be effective when the system initially has so
ionic pairs without any inner barrier or with relatively tran
parent inner barriers. According to this criterion the CR
mechanism is expected to be efficient in valence diatom
e.g., Cl2 and I2, and vdW heteroclusters, e.g., IArn , but not
in most homonuclear rare-gas diatomics and in small n
rare-gas clusters.

~2! Interionic distances for CREI: In those systems whe
an effective CREI mechanism prevails, such as for vale
molecules Cl2 and I2 and the IArn cluster, multielectron ion-
ization takes place at distancesR, which are larger than the
equilibrium distanceRe ~nonvertical ionization! and lie in
the interval Rb,R,RT . In this interval the inner barrier
exists (R.Rb.Re) and this barrier is transparent (R
,RT). At the beginning of laser irradiation, when the syste
is in the equilibrium geometry, the electrostatic barrier su
pression mechanism@47# is responsible for the preliminary
ionization of the system atoms, which, most probably, b
come singly ionized. The preliminary ionization is followe
by the Coulomb expansion up to the interionic distanceRb ,
where the system begins to lose more electrons due to
CREI mechanism.

~3! Effect of very strong laser fields: In these field
mostly S>1015 W/cm2, the barrier suppression mechanis
may be responsible not only for preliminary but also f
multielectron vertical ionization.

~4! Classical and quantum effects on CREI: The simu
tion of electron motion for a frozen molecule geomet
shows that the ionization process Cl(q21)1Clq1→Clq1Clq1

in the field of 1014 W/cm2 is of purely quantum~tunneling
effect! origin for q.3, whereas forq<2 the ionization is of
mostly classical origin.

~5! Dynamic CREI: Since, due to the Coulomb explosio
multicharged molecules and clusters are spatially expand
systems, their inner barriers rise in time. It has been sho
that in the presence of a strong laser field the electron en
can be increasing at, roughly, the same rate as the level o
barrier top. Such a dynamic mechanism of the electron
ergy enhancement is classically feasible. The simulat
study of the electron motion in the multicharged Cl2 and IAr5
demonstrates high efficiency of the multielectron ionizati
by this mechanism, which is considerably more efficient th
the static CREI. The ionization probabilities provided by t
dynamic mechanism increase with the field power incre
in the rangeS51013– 1015 W/cm2. The field power depen-
dence of the dynamic mechanism is much weaker than
frozen nuclear geometry calculations of Seideman, Ivan
Corkum @39# and Chelkowski and Bandrauk@38#.

~6! Dynamic quasiresonance energy enhancement:
laser-field-induced energy enhancement of any charged
ticle may be realized in any system where the particle
move between two potential wells separated by a poten
barrier that rises during the laser pulse irradiation.
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